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Levels Category Amount of NFTs Price in USDT Unique 3D model

1 Brown 5000 10 Generic

2 Green 2000 50 Generic

3 Blue 1340 100 Generic

4 Violet 400 500 Yes

5 Vantablack 10 10 000 Yes

Why did we choose the Kapok tree  
as an inspiration for our first collection?

The Kapok trees are one of the most endangered 
trees in the world. The Kapok symbolizes the  
beginning of our journey in forest conservation. 
Join our effort and be part of something magical.

KapokTrees is the first NFT collection of 8750 
unique trees representing our effort to create  

an ecosystem that connects the real world with 
virtual worlds. 

KapokTrees collection NFTs have five levels – each 
level brings different benefits and utilities to their 
holders. 
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Collection description



Collection utilities

FusionEnvironmental 
support

AR/VRCommunity

NFT Fusion is a process that allows you to fuse 
your NFTs to generate a new NFT with a higher 
level. Higher your NFT level, the more utilities,  
and functions you can enjoy.

Only 29 individuals or companies can reach  
level 5 and enjoy all the benefits and individual  
collaboration with the EFK team that level 5 brings.

Fusion:  
leveling up your KapokTree

Levels Category Amount of NFTs Fusion

1 Brown 5000 5

2 Green 2000 5

3 Blue 1340 5

4 Violet 400 40

5 Vantablack 10 X
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EFK platform will provide five generic AR models 
of KapokTrees available to all NFT holders. The 
amount of AR models depends on the NFT level. 

This feature brings multiple functions for our 
users. For example, users can take a picture with 
their own NFT, place it within their surroundings, 

share it with their friends on social media, and 
attend various competitions and lotteries that will 
be published on EFK platform website and social 
media.

Level 5 NFT owners will also receive their unique 
AR model – one-to-one with their own KapokTree.

AR  
(Augmented Reality)

Levels Category AR Amount of trees available

1 Brown Yes 3

2 Green Yes 3

3 Blue Yes 5

4 Violet Yes 5

5 Vantablack Yes 5 generic plus your own unique AR model
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Metaverse refers to a virtual world where  
users can interact with each other and digital  
objects in a shared space through the use  
of modern technologies such as virtual reality.  
It is often described as a fully-realized version  
of the internet that allows users to engage  
with each other in a more natural and  
immersive way.

The EFK platform is looking to collaborate with 
metaverses to create natural, green spaces for 

people to play, relax, and help protect endangered 
species.

Creating interactive and immersive virtual  
experiences will raise awareness about  
environmental issues, ultimately leading  
to a greater positive environmental impact.

Gamified 3D models of KapokTrees will be placed 
into the metaverse. Depending on your NFT level, 
different utilities will be unlocked for you to enjoy.

VR  
(Virtual Reality)

Levels Category Free parcel  
in the metaverse

Tree location within  
the metaverse Tree  information Hall of Fame priority

1 Brown X X Generic tree only Low

2 Green X X Generic tree only Low

3 Blue X EFK Forest 3D model of your NFT  
with user information

Medium

4 Violet X Own parcel/EFK Forest 3D model of your NFT 
with short message

Medium

5 Vantablack Yes Exclusive/Own  
parcel/EFK Forest

3D model of your NFT  
with owner’s branding

High with direct Tweet 
and message on our 
social medias



EFK created a system to support and reward  
EFK holders with various benefits. 

Whitelists
Early-access to all EFK collections and selected 
NFT collections of our partners.

Airdrops
Distribution of free tokens or NFTs from  
EFK platform team and their partners.

Community competitions  
and holiday lotteries
Our community is important to us. That’s why EFK 
team will organize a wide variety of competitions 
and lotteries for their holders. Contests and  
lotteries will take place on EFK social media and 
in the metaverse with our partner Heavenland.

VIP access in Discord will be given to all token 
and NFT holders to get all the alpha about  
upcoming events, competitions, and partnerships.

Join EFK’s Discord here. 
 
 
 

Staking
NFT staking pool will be created within EFK  
ecosystem. The more NFTs you stake and the longer 
your stake period, the more EFK tokens you get as 
a reward. Staking rewards is our way of expressing 
gratitude to our project’s long-term supporters.

Distribution of rewards
EFK staking pool – 5% in total from NFTs virgin 
fees and royalty fees

DAO
EFK platform wants its holders to be part of its 
ecosystem. That’s why they will create DAO  
(Decentralized Autonomous Organization) that 
will allow EFK token and NFT holders to take part 
in deciding the company’s future. The voting will 
take place within the marketplace. EFK governance 
token will be used to vote about decisions such  
as the design of the following NFT collection  
or new NGO or environmental project partnerships.

EFK token takes the role of governance token.  
The number of tokens staked is correlated  
to the voting right of holders.

Community  
function

Levels Category Whitelists Airdrops Holiday  
lotteries  Staking  DAO

1 Brown No No Limited  No No

2 Green No No Limited  No No

3 Blue Yes No Limited  Yes Yes

4 Violet Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes

5 Vantablack Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes
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https://discord.com/invite/V9xbMvEVXk


EFK platform donates part of the proceeds  
from selling KapokTrees to non-governmental  
organizations that restore forests, plant trees,  
and protect trees.

EFK platform obtains funds for nature conservation 
continuously – funds will be dedicated to the  
selected organization from the first sale of NFTs 
and from every future transaction that will take 
place with NFTs.

Environmental  
support 

Levels Category Trees planted/protected Total CO2 absorption in 
kg/yearly* Certificate of help

1 Brown 2 50 Yes

2 Green 9 225 Yes

3 Blue 18 450 Yes

4 Violet 89 2 225 Yes

5 Vantablack 1776 44 400 Yes

*Disclaimer
Carbon absorption is related to tree growth. Many 
factors affect how fast a tree grows: tree species, 
location, growing conditions, water availability, 
sunlight, local climate, soil nutrients, or site-specific 
factors. That is why this figure needs to be taken 
as a rough mean as an average range according  
to tree planting companies varies mainly between  
 

 
10 and 40kg of CO2 absorbed per tree per year 
over a lifetime.
For more information, please see the Winrock  
International Forest Landscape Restoration (FLR)

Carbon Storage Calculator 
https://winrock.org/flr-calculator/

A total of 105 490 trees will 
be planted and protected 
thanks to EFK’s first NFT  
collection and its partners.
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Contact us
EFK platform OÜ
Viru väljak 2, 10111, Tallinn, Estonia
info@efkplatform.com

Základní logomanuál


